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~apter 2

h Intergeneratioml Mo&l of Wages, HOWS and Eatin~

Joseph G. ~tonj i

~0= A. ~

Introdwtion

The degree .towhich economic success depen& upon who one’s parents

happen to be ad on the fmily enviro~ent h which one grows up is one of

the fmdaentil questions in research on income distribution. Many studies

have exained the intergeneratioml and sib1ing correlations among variables

such as education, income, occupation, and socioeconomic status. 1 Studies

such as Griliches (1979) , and Hauer and Sewell (1986) have investigated the

channels through which parental variables such as IQ’,income ,-–andeducation

affect the co~itive Aility, educational aspir.a.tionsand .a.ttaiment, and

economic success of children. These and a nmber of studies by Taubman and

others use data on identical ad fraternal twins tO exaine the role of

genetic and environmental factors in education and earnings . hd a large

nmber of studies use regression approaches to examine the.effects of

parental income and education on children’s education and economic outcomes.

Much of the discussion has focussed on (1) the size of the Ii&ages in family

income and education among siblings and across generations , and (2) the extent

. . . . .

1. See, for ~xfip~e, COrCOran and Jencks (1979) , and studies s-arized

in Becker and Tomes (1986) Recent ex”atiplesare Solon & “d .(1987) and Solon
(1989) .
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to which the linhges reflect (a) gene”tic factors, (b) other influences on

parents that in turn affeet the development of their children, and (c)

neighborhood and comunity influences on children that operate independently

of the tiediate fmily. 2

In contras,t to the large literature on faily income, few studies have

investigated fnily relationship< in.Go?k kOUXS, Or.ex~ined tee relative

importance of family links in wages and ‘inwork hours in intergenerational and

intragenerational correlate Ons i? inc.Ome- It is comon to .say that an

individtil is from a f-ily of “hard workers, ,,but the ~UeS tion of whether

leisure preferences are correlated among faily members has received litele

Study . Are there in fact similarities in work hours of faily members? DO

these similarities reflect labor supply responses to stiilarities in wages or

to similarities in preferences? Are the wage rates and work preferences of

young men _and young women influenced primarily by fathers, mothers, or by

characteristics of the family envirofient that are unrelated to the wages and

labor supply preferences of the parents? To what extent ‘does the correlation

between the labor market outcomes of fathers and sons arise because of a

direct effect of the father’s characteristics on the son, and to what extent

do they arise because of tke process of assortative mating affects tbe

characteristics of the mother which then directly influence” the son,s labor

market outcome?

This paper is a first attempt at measuring the effects of parental and

2. lndivid~als ~hoo~e where to 1ive, and so the characteristics ‘f the

neighborhood in which. children are raised are not independent of the parents’
characteristics. See Jencks and ~yer (forthcoming) for a recent suney of
the effec”= of neighborhood characteristics On a variety of social outcomes.
They cite only a few”studies which. haye ex-ined the effects Of neighborhood
characteristics on future earnings and family income; a recent- one is
Corcoran ~ ~ (1989) .
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“sibling ,,“age and “Ork preference factors on the wages, hOurs, and earnings

of young men.and young ““women. We use intergenerational panel tits from the

National Longitudiml Su~eys of Labor Market Experience to.estimate a model

of labor earnings of young men and young women. me two key components of the

model are a faitor model of wage rates, and a labor supply model. TO be more

precise, wages of yo”ung men and young’&omen depend on the pemanent component

of”the father’s wage, the pemanent component of the mother’s wage, an

unobsened sibling component representing background characters tics that are

comon to siblings but independent of the parents’ factors, and an unobsemed

factor that is specific to each indivitial. Work hours depend on wages as

well ~ labor supply preferences. Ubor supply preferences of young men and

young women depend on the father, s preferences, the mother’s preferences, a

preference factor” that is comon to siblings, and an idios~crat ic preference

factor. Finally, eanings depend upon wages and hours. Since we are

particularly interested in gender differences in the determination of wages ,

earnings , and hours, most of the coefficients of -the equations are gender

specific. Since the underlying variables driving pref=ences , wages, hours ,

and earnings are unobsemed, the model is a factor m“odel.

me model .is estimated ‘from autocovariances and cross -covariances of

hours, wages , and earni_ngs for the young men and young women, and their

fathers , mothers , and siblings who can be identified in the &ta sets. As we

show , the model may be used to investigate the extent to which the parental

and fmily characters tics that drive wage rates and work hours independently

of wage “rates are responsible for similarities among f~ily members in labor

market

worked

outcomes. In particular, we can distin~ish among links in hours

and earnings that.reflect similarity in wages, and link that reflect
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similar preferences; the linkages can .be broken dow further into

similarities that are due to the father’s characters tics and to the mother, s

characteristics. We use the model to decompose the variances of wages, work

hours, and earnings of young men, young women, fathers, and mOthers, and the

covariances of these variables for the various parent-child and sibling pairs.

fie decomposition. allows us to measure the relative. cOntributiOns Of the”wage

factors and work preference factors of the father and the mother to each of

the estimated variances and covariances.

me paper proceeds as follows. In section I we present the factor model

of earnings, hours, wage rates and preferences. We also discuss our approach

to estimating the model and how the model can he used to decompose the

variances of labor market outcomes of young men and young women and the

covariances across family members into parental, sibling, and idios~cratic

factors that detemine wage rates and work hours independently of wage rates.

In section II we provide a brief discussion of the data and estimation issues.

In section III we discuss the model estimates of the preference, wage, hours,

and earnings equations. In section IV.,we present the variance and covariance

decompositions. We discws the implicatio- of the results and a research

agenda in section V.

1. A Factor Model of Preferences, Wages, Hours and Earnings

In this section we specify a factor model of the pemanent components of

earnings, hours, and wage rates which dominate differences across individuals

in lifetime income. Our basic approach is to specify equations relattig the

wages and work preferences

factors, nsibling” factors

0f young

that are

men and women to u“nobsened parental

comon to children from the sme fmily
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but are uncorrelated with the parental factors, and individual specific

factors. We also specify labor supply equations for yo~g men ?n~.WOm?n ?,?$

mature men and women that relate work hours to wages and to work preferences.

Finally, we specify that earnings depend on wages and work hours, and ❑ake a

set of assumptions about the covariances betieen the various unobsened

factors in the model ~ We then discus how the model may be wed to anal”yze

the sources of variation in labor market outcomes and how the mOd?L.rn+y be

estimated.

1.1 Ubor Supply Eq~tiO~

The labor supply eqwt ions for young-women, young men ,“=MS:.U.rewOmen, and

older men have the following foti~

(1) Hik - pkvik + Uik

(2) Hike = ~ik + eikt .....

where

i
- family indicator,

k - per=n type , where k=
women (tiughters) , f for
women (mothers ),

t - year fndicator,

‘ik
- the permanent value of
person ik,

‘ikt
- log of measured annual

b for young meri (sons) , g fOT YOung

mature. men (fa”thers) and m fog mature

the log of annual hours worked by

hours worked ky person ik in year t,

w
ik

- permanent wage of person ik,

Uik = permanent component of hours preferences of ik, and

e. - transitory deteminsnts of hours and measurement error.
Lkt
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Since there may be more than one son and/Or more than one daughter in

fnily i, it is uderstood that subscript k is indexed by the person nmber j .

However, we leave this index implicit excepc for when it is needed for
.

clarity.

We refex..toUik as the preference component of hours; for stiplicity, we

have nomalized ,i- coefficient to unity. me life cycle.model Of labOr

supply suggests that this interpretation of Uik in (1) is an

oversimplification. From the point of view of that model, ~k is the response

of labor supply to a shift upward in the entire profile of lifetime wages.

me tem Uik consists of the effects of preferences for goods and leisure on

the marginal utility of lifetime income, and tbe direct effect of leisure

preferences on labor supply.

bequests and f-ily transfers

in children are unimportant.

in parental wealth should not

kter WE will introduce the assmption that

other than hman capital investments of parents

In this case similarities across family members

produce large c.ovaria?ces in the marginal

utility of incomes of relatives once ye control for similarities in the

permanent wage rates. However, if bequests and tranfers are important, then

our interpretation of Uik as “hours preferences”” is incorrect, and, perhaps

more tiportantly, the assmption made below that COV(Uik, Wik, )-O for k- g or

b, and k‘- m or f would be unlikely to hold; that is, parents’ wages may

influence children’s preferences for working. 3

. .

3 me available evidence in Al tonji, Hayashi and Kotlikoff, (1989). and
the papers that they cite suggests that altruistic links between parents and
their adult children are relatively weak, and that transfers are a small
component of incOme.
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1.2 Eatings Equtio-

~e permanent component of log earnings, Eik, depends upon the log

permanent wage, Vik, and the log pemanent hOurs level, Hik. as given in (2);

the obse~ed eawings for person ik, Eikt, includes a term capturing

trans itoq influences and measurement error, !~kt:

(3) Eikt”= “dti Wik + ~kh Hik + eikt

After substituting .11) into (3) the log earnings equatiOn is

(4) Eikt - [$h + ~kh * @k] Wik + ~khUik + eikt

Note that the permanent wage component, Wik, and the permanent preference

component, Uik, alone determine earnings and hours Consequently, family

linkges in earnings , hours, and wages are determined by family 1inks in Wik

and in Uik, which we now specify

1.3 F-ily Lib in Wages

In equations (5a, 5b) we specify that the permanent wages W. and W. of
lg zb

young women and men are determined by the permanent wages of their fathers and

mothers, i family specific (or sibling) factor

parental wage components,

(5a) Wig”= agf.WiE + agm

(5b) Wib -
~f ‘ii + Y.

where

and an idiospcratic

that is independent of the

factor:
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Wif - father’s permanenz wage component,

Wim - mother’s pemanent wage (or potential wage if ngt wOrking) .

wi~ - comon genetic or environmental factors that affect wagZs of
children from family i indepen&nt of Wif and Wim -- we refer to
this as the sibling factor, and

‘ik =
idios~cratic component affecting a particular young man (k- b) or
~OUng WOman (k- g) from household i.

We assme that the obsemed wage rate Wikt is equal to the pemanent wage

Wik plus an W(2) error component, vik=, representing transito~ factors and

measurement error:

(6)

1.4

Wikt - Wik + Vikt for k- b, g, f, and m.

Faily Lik In Preferences

Our factor model for children’s preferences Uib and U.=g b“%% the “same”fom

as the model for their wages. Specifically.,

(7a) Uig - Agf Uif + Am Uim + Ag=uis + uig

(7b) Uib - Abf Uif + Xbm Uim + ~b~Ui~ + Uib

where

Uif - father’s pemanent preference component”,

u mother’s pemanent preference component,
im -

‘is -
comon genetic or environmental factors that affeet work
preferences of children from faily i independent of Uif and
Uim-- ,we refer to u.=~ as the sibling preference factor, and

‘ik -
idiospcratic preferenc”& component affecting a particular young
man (k- b) OK young Worn+g (k- g) fron household i..

me models for the wage and preference factors are flexible enough to
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allow for differences between young men and young women in the influences of

mothers and fathers and other comon f-ily characters tics. .

1.5 =latio=hips bong the Uage ad Preference Factors

Our ass~ptions. about the preference factors Uif, Uim, Ui~, uib. uig, and

the wage factors Wif, Win, ui~, Uib, and w. are as follows. First, we
~g

assue that they all are unrelated to the transito~ components in hours ,

earnings, and wages: e. and v.
Ikt ‘

Next, we asswe that covariances
eikt’ ~kt

within the set of preference factor”s,“and within the set of wage factors are

zero, except for the parents’ covariance of preferences , COV (Uif, Uim) , and

covariance of wages, Cov”(wif, Wire). (These two covariances will be esttiated

in the model. ) me key assmption, which will be discussed momentarily, is

that all the preference factors ire uricor?e~ated”with all the wage factors .

We define m.=~ to capture the sibling covariance in pemanent wages

remaining after both parents’ wage influences” are identified. Then any

res i.dml variation in wages is attributed to the idiosyncratic COmPOnent Wib

(or Wig) which is orthogonal to.wi~ by comtruction; additionally, the

individual components , Wib and w. are uncorrelated across all ..siblings.
lg ‘

One

can always perform such a decomposition, although ui~ , u. and Uib have cle=
~g ‘

interpretations as family influences aridperson specific influences. only if

there are no interaction effects between comon fmily influences and person

sPecific influences. 4 Similar remarks apply to the preference f~CtOrs ui~””,

4 The family factor u. may be a function of a large ri&ber of
characteristics. One can s~arize the influence””of these characters tics
with one factor provided that the function does not depend” On the
idiosyncratic characters tics of.a panicular young man or young women.
Otherwise, wi~, w. and u

~g
ib provide a statistical decomposition of the set of

interdependent family and person specific variables into a component that is
comon to siblings and one that is specific to the individual, while ignoring
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‘ib ‘
and u. .

~g

Without additional indicators far preferences or components of the wage

rate, it is necessa~ to make an identifying assmption about the relationship

be~een preferences and the permanent wage rate. Our assuption that

preferences are independent of the wage determinants is a particularly

convenient one. It is also in line with stan&rd practice in the male labor

SUPPly literature, which asswes that wages are unrelated tO Preferences Once

one controls for a small nmber of demographic variables that typically

5 ~Oweve=, “-onemight argueexplain ve~ little of tbe variance in work hours.

that leisure prefererices have a direct effect on study time in elementary

school, -high school and college, as “well.as hours worked per year once one

enters the labor market -- all of which may influenc”e wage rates. AISO, joint

models of labor supply and hman capital investment predict a positive

relationship between schooling, On_-the -job training, and preferences for

market work, 6

Special problems arise in the case of women, because hours of market work

any interaction effects. For example, if the effect of neighborhood
characteristics on the log permanent wage depenb upon the IQ of the
individual, then the diss imilar.ity of wage rates of brothers whO have
different-”IQs will change as one.changes the nsighbOrhOOd. cbaracterist%cs.

5 See Pencavel (1986) . Some studies use instruments to control for
preferences, but we do not find discussions of why particular variabies, such
as schooling, are exogenous to be particularly convincing. me use of
instrwents is also motivated as a means of reducing problems associated with
measurement error in earnings divided by hours or to deal with missing data on
wages for those wbo work zero hours.

6 With employee-f inanced on-the-job training, wage. rates at a
particular point in time underestimate productivity. We use a cubic
specification in age to adjust our Eeasures of earnings, hours, and wages fOr
this possibility, and to eliminate any covariance between preferences and
wages that might be associated with.changes in preferences and wages Over the

lifecycle.
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are a poor measure

Variables (such as

allocation of time

the =ount of time

of the total labor supply of married women with children.

attitudes toward raising children) that influence the

between market and nomarket work are likely to influence

devoted to job training and the type of schooling that

women select. 7 In future work, it would be interesting to add me=ur- of

nomarket work (such as housekeeping and child. care) to the tiours of paid

emplo~ent. 8
>

7. See ~incer ~~d p~lachek “(1974), Polachek (1978) and BlakemOre and Low

(1981) . For an opposing view emphasizing tbe role of discrimiqat.ion, s:e
England (1982) .

8. out Of 1848 mother-daughter PZ”irs, 296 are lost because the &ughter
dropped out of the s~ple before age 24 and/Or before leaving school. fie log ..
work hours, age at the start of the smple, and education of the mother and
daughter in the remaining 1552 cases that are potentially eligible for
inclusion in the analysis are as follows.

~ Mother

% of Age Etic - Log ..Age Educ - LOg
Sample : Cases in 68 ation Hours ~ ation ~
BOth MOther
and Daughter 5.9.8” .17,2:-. “13.o .7:.11

~l.o..

Worked at
.....10.5.. 6.9’6

Leas t Once

MOther Worked,
Daughter Did 22.2. ,=..16.9 12.1 - 40..8
Not ~:

10.4 “6.95

Daughter Worked,
Mother Did Not 11.7 17.3 12.7 7.08 42.7

9:6

Neither Mother
Nor Daughter 6.3 17..1 11.6 -

~l:r ..9.-6. -

Worked

me unconditional probability that a daughter does not work is .285.
me probability that a daughter does not work conditional on.the mother not . ,:
working is .350. me means. of log hours of mothers and of &ughters are not
very sensitive t.owhether or not the other work. The fact that the.
education levels are lower for those who do not”work than for those who do is
consistent with the positive labor supply elasticities we obtain. We do not
wish to push these s~aq s~tistics too far, but they provide at least
some suggestion that dealing with labor force participation will not
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1.6 ks~tio- Abouti rhe Tra=ito~ CoWonents of Wages, HOUS, =d E-ings

We a=sme the transito~ components in wages, hOurs and ea~ings (Vikt ~

and cikt) are uncorrelqted across different extended f~i.lies i and
eikt’

across individuals within the same faily.

are mcorrelated across all individuals. g

(8) Cov(xik(j)t, ‘i’k’(j’)t’) - 0
if

That is, the transito~ components

Fomally,

ik(j) # i,k” ~’); X,Z-V, e, e.
-.

We assue that the autocovariances and cross covariakces of eikt, _fikt, and

‘ikt

than

(9)

As in

wages

c

t

pver time for a given individual are zero for obsematiops that are more

:WO years apart. Formally,

Cov(xik(j)t, ) -o if It -t’l >2; x,2-v, e, e.
zik(j)t,

Chapter 1, we are ignoring any persistent shocks to earnings, hours, and

that occur during a career.

1.7 Some Ltiitatio= of the Model

In this paper we deal with non-participation in the labor market by

drmtically change our conclusions .

9 This assmption could fail to the extent that relatives are in the
same indust~, occupation or region, and that shifts in these variables are
important. for wage and hours determination. In such a case, the covariances
=ong f~ily members’ variables would probably be overstated. However, we
believe the bias is likely to be small, both because we suspect igdust~,
occupation, and regional factors are mimportant relative to job specific and
person specific factors, and because most of pairs of year specific
obsemations for the relatives that are used to compute the covariances are
dram from different ~~years.
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excluding obsenations in which an individul did not work from the analysis.

Individmls who never work are excluded entirely. Unfortunately, we do not

have wage data for such individual s.-~rthemore, 1imited dependent variables

techiques (which would allow us to remedy this probl-) are very difficult

to handle in models with a large nmber of unobsened factors. Consequently,

we leave this extension to future research while reco~iz iig its potential

imp0rtanc e.

The model is also restrictive in the treatment of fmily labor supply.

First, we

relatives

of work.

have already mentioned

that would imply cross

We do not view this as

that we ignore altruistic linkages among

subs titution effects of wage rates on hours

a serious misspecification. A larger concern

is that we also exclude the spouse’s wage for those individuals -who are

mamied, which means that we are treating the labor supply of hubands and

wives as separate d.ecisions. Since the evidence .in Chapter 1.indicates that

their wages are positively correlated, this omission could lead to biases , for

example, in our esttiate.d labor supply elasticities. We..hope to relax this

assmption in future work by constructing separate labor supply equations for

mamied and umarried individmls. However, to analyze o.th.erlinkages among

extended family members- - for exaple, between fathers and sons -in-law--it

will be necessary to add equations relating marital status and the expected

value of the permanent wage and hours preferences of the husband to the

parental, family, and idiosyncratic “factors of the young woman. This

complicates matters cons iderably, and so we feel that it is preferable to

start our investigation with the simpler model presented here;

1.8 Fitting the Model and Variance Decompositio~
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The parameters of the model described above consist of the coefficients

in the preference, wage, hours, and earnings eqwtions, the variances of the

wage and preference factors, and the covariances of wage and preference

factors of the parents. These parameters detemine the variances and

covariances among the labor market outcomes of young men and young women as

well as covariances beaeen the labor market variables of children and

parents, and song siblings. For exmple, equation (5b) implies that the

covariance be-een the wages of brothers j and j ‘ is

(10) Cov(wib(j) ,Wib(j, )) - Cov(wib(j)t;wib(j ,jt, )

- ~f2 Var(W 2 Var.(Wim)
if) + ~m

+ 2Nm ~f ‘ov(wif’wim) + ~s2 ‘ar(ois)

for j#j’, and for all t and t’.

The variance of young men’s wages can be constructed from (5b) as

_ COV(Wib(j )t,wib(j)t~)
’11) Var(wib(j) )

follows

2 Var(Wif) + ~m 2 Var(wim) + 2~m ~f Cov(wif, wire)
- %f

+ %,2
Var(wi~) + Var(oib) , [t-t, [>2.

Equation (11) may be used to assess the contribution of the parental

variables to the variance in the permanent wages of.young men. The father’s

contribution is ~f2 Var(W if) plus “theportion of the covariance term

2tm ~f Cov(wif ,Wim) that .is assigned to the father. The contributions of

the mother’s wage, Wim, the family factor, u. and the idios~cratic factor,
1s ‘

to the variance of the wages of young men are clearly laid out in the
‘ib’

equation. The contributions of the various components to the brothers, wage
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covariance (eqmtion 10) are the s-e as the contributions to the young men’s

~ariance, except that the idiospcratic factor .@ib which is uncorrelated

across brothers, plays a role in (11) but “not in (10). Below we plug the

esttiated parameter values into formulae similar to (10) arid (11) for other”

key variance and covariances, 10 and measure the contributions of the various

wage and prefere-ricefactors to the estimated variances and covariances.

1.9 Esttiation

The parmeters of the model are estimated by fitting the theoretical

variances and covariances implied hy equations (2), (4), (5), (6) and (7) “to

the sample estimates of the corresponding variances and covariances. There

are 90 unique theoretital.autocovariances and cross -covariances and smple

moments. 11

The procedure used to esttiate the saple variances and covariances was

disc–m-sed in Chapter 1, where it was referred to as the method of.moments

procedure; we repeat the discussion here. We compute family covariances of a

particular labor market outcome by first adjusting the data _tO have zero

mean, then computing the unique set of crossproducts of the elements of the

vector of labor market outcomes in different years for “one family member wigh

the elements of.the vector of labor market outcomes of the othe.r family

10 As another example, using equation (4) , the covariance of.daughters’
and fathers’ earnings is given .by

COV(Eig. Eif)- [+gw + ~~~gl [#f” + dfiPflcOV(Wig,Wif) +. l@gh@fil Gov(uig,uif) .“

11. In Appendix Tables Al.-A4 we present the sample estimates of the 90
unique variances and covariances of key variables and the corresponding
correlation coefficients and sample sizes. For brevity, s sake, we do not
discuss them in the text, although many of the family covariances were
discussed in Chapter 1.
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member, and taking the mean of all the cxossproducts for all of the Qairs of

Emily members. We esttiate the variance of the pemanent cOmPOnenc Of ~abO~

market outcomes for say, yowg men, by first cOmQuting the crOs%PrOducts ‘f

all unique Qairs of yearly .obsenatiOns on a ~abOr market. outcOme hat are for

the s-e individul and that are separated by more than two years in time and

then taking the average of all of the CrOSsQrOdUCtS for all individuals: 12

We do the same for young women’s, mture WOmen’s, an? Older men’s variables.

me sQecific fomulae for the method of moments covariances, variances,

and correlations are as follows. Let Y. be the adjusted13 labor market
~k(j)t

outcome of an individul, where i denotes a set of related individwls, k is

the type of individual (e.g. , young man, yOung ~~man, Older man, Or mature

woman) and j is an index indicating the sQecific individual of type k from

family i. (~e index j may exceed 1 when k refers to young men or young

women and there is more than one young ❑ an or young woman from a given

family. ) me index t is a time subsCriQt. men the method of moments

estimator of the covariance of variable Y with variable Z for family pair

type k,k ’ is

(12) cOv(Yik, zik, )- ~
i

men k- k’ , as is

{z ~ ~ ~ Yik(j)t ‘ikr(jr)t~ } / ~yzkk,
j j’ t..t’

of

the case for brother pairs and for “sister pairs, then

-.

the covariance estimator when Z - Y is ..-

12. If ~ labor market variable such as the wage rate iS eqUal tO a fixed
component and a transitory component that can be represented by a moving
average process of order 2 or “less, then the transitory component will not
bias our variance esttiates.

13. we work with the residuals from a regression of each of the labor
market outcomes against a cubic in age and a set of year _ies.
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’13) Cov(yik(j) ‘Zik(j‘)) -X(ZI z Z Yik(j)t zik(j’)t’)/ NYYkk
i j j’>j t. t’... ... =

and when Z # Y the covariance estimator is

(14)

type

(15)

cOv(Yik(j) ,Zik(j ,~) -1(11 ~ x Yik(j )t ‘ik(j ‘)~*)/ ‘yzkk
i..j j’~j t.t’

The method of moments variance estimator” co? the vkri.?ble y..for persOn
k is

Var(Yik(j) )- z (1 : ~;>t+2 =ik(j)t
i-j

And the method of moments covariance

for person t~”e k is

(16) Cov(Yik(j) , Z.”~k(j))- ~ (~”~ ~
jt t‘>t+2

t’<t-2

Y.,k(j)t, )7 Nw

esttiator for the variables Y and Z

Y. z .“”
Ik(j)t )/ NyzkIk(j ).t’

In the above equatio= Nyzkk, , N-k, Nyzkk, N% and Nyzk are the nmber

terns in the sms taken in (12) , (13), (14) , (15), and (16) respectively.

We point out in Chapter 1 that the samples used in estimation differ

of

substantially for the different sample moments. That is, we use unbalanced

data in estimating the model. This is necessitated by the fact that

particular families i do not supply obsemations to all of the matched saples

on family members, and not all .of those individuals who are matched provide

the same nmber of valid reports. We assme that the model parameters are

the same for “all families and in particular are not related to patterns of

data availability. If this homogeneity assmption is false, then our model’s
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esttiates of the f=ily linkages will be biased. 14

We fit the theoretical model to the saple moments by minimizing the

discrepancy beween a given saple moment and the corresponding prediction Of

the model. We estimate the model using both ordina~ least squares (OLS) and

weighted least squares (WLS), but we discuss only _&e US estimates. The OLS

estimation ass~es that the sapling errors in the 90 smple moments are

unconelated and homoscebstic. In fact, they are likely to be

heteroscedastic for ~o reasons. First, the underlying distributions of

wages, hours, and earnings are not all the s-e, and any di:fer.ences in the

distributions will affeet the precision of the estimated covariances and

variances. Second, as mentioned earlier, the sample moments are estimated

using different nmbers of obsenations. To remedy the potential

inefficiency in the parameter estimates caused by the differences in

precision of the estimated moments, the ~ procedure is implemented

the

in which

each obsemation corresponding to one of the.90 sample moments is weighted by

the estimate of its sampling variance.

In estimating the variances of the saple moments it is necessa~ to take

account of the fact that individual cross products that enter the sms in (12)

through (16 ) are ~ independent within each f-i ly i. We account for this by

express ing each sample covariance as the su of the sms of individual

crossproducts contributed hy each. familY_i. The sws for a particular faily

i are the te-s in brackets in (12), (.13), (14) and (15) . The sws in

brackets are independent across families mder our ass-ptions, and (after

dividing by the average nmber of crossproticts per fmily) have an

14 Moderately large balanced samples can be generated using the Panel
Study of Income D~amics, and it would be useful to compare estimates of our __
model based on balanced and unbalanced PSID samples.
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expectation (&ken across families) eqwl to the particular covariance. It is

then easy to forrnilate a consistent esttitor of the variance of “thesmple

covariance. For exmple, consider the covariance esttiator in (12) . One may

rewrite COv(Y
ik’zik’ ) as

cOv(Yik, zik,) - ‘l/lYZkk, ] ~ ‘i

lk,(j‘)t’) ‘lYZkkt/NYZkk )
where Si’- [~ ~ ~ ~ Y. ““Z.”

jj’t
t, lk(j)t

and Iyzkk, is the nuber of different families contributing obsenations

variables Y and Z for persons of t~e k and k’ . One may think of the Si

independent and identically distributed random variables dram from a

on

as

distribution over all families . me expectation of Si o+er ttis distribution

is Cov (Yik , Zik ,) It follows that a consistent estimator of the sampling

variance of”COv(Yik, Zik, ) is

Var[(COv(Yik, Zik, )] - ~ [Si -
i

It should be pointed out

cOv(Yik ,Zik, ) 12/Iyzkk,

that neither the

standard errors account for correlation in the

different smple momen-. 15

11. Dati

OLS standard errors nor the WLS

sampling errors across

me data used in this analysis are from the four Origiriil Cohorts of the

15 We have chosen not to use a full GLS estimator that would account
for correlation in-the s=pling errors of the saple moments because of the
difficulties in getting good estimates of the correlations among the saple
moments when the sample is highly unbalanced.
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Natio-1 Longitudinal Sumeys of kbor Market Experience. 16 spec~ically, we

work with the s=ple of Young Men who were 14 to 2b years old in 1966 and were

followed through 1981, the saples of Young Women who were 14 to 24 in 1968

.
and Mature Women who were 30 to 44 years old in 1967 and contime to be

followed, and the smple of Older Men who were 45 t6 59 in 1966 and were last

suneyed in 1983. We use data through 1982 in the case of the young women and

through 1984 in the case of mature women. Some of the househol& ‘contributed

more than one person to the young men and yomg women sumeys, and in some

cases the households contributed to both the youth sumeys and older men and

mature women suweys. Consequently, it is possible to match tits on sibling

pairs and parent-child pairs. me Appendix to Chapter 1 s-arizes

infomation on the sample sizes of the”original cohorts, the nmber of

siblings of each sex, the nmbers of brother, sister, and brother-sister

pairs, and the nwber of parent-child pairs. 17

We take advantige of the panel nature of the tits sets

the yearly reports as poss ibl.e”for each individual, subject

selection rules. me data for a particular variable may be

because the individual left the sample prior to that year’s

and use as many of

to the following

missing either

suney or because

the response is missing or invalid for other reasons. In the case of the

young. men and young women we restrict the sample to individuals who were at

least 24 years old prior to leaving the suney. We chose this age cutoff to

reduce the influence of transitory variation in labor market outcomes

—

16. Most of this data description is presented in Chapter 1. We repeat
it here to make this chapter self-contained.

17 In fiap ter 1 we discuss the poss ibili“tythat the veq fat-t that it
is possible to match data across NLS cohorts may lead to biases in the
estimates of the family linkages
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associated with the transition

tits (wages, annual hours , and

individual was at least 24 and

in a subsequent year.

The fact that many of the

between school and work. We me labor market

earnings ) from a particular year only if~the

was out of school and did not’ return to :schoo.i

older m?n in the sapie approach retirement age

during the course ‘of the SUWCY.. raises additional comPl$catiOns - Earnings ,

work hours , and wage rates of such individuals after. retir~ent may not he

cioseiy reiated to the.typicai or “pemanentm vaiues f“or”these._individuals

over the course of their careers. To minimize this probiem, we oniy use data

on the iabor market variabies for individwis who had not yet retired, and who

were iess than 6i years old when the &ta were coiie.cted. Since-the age in

1.966.of the eider men ranges from 45 to 59, there is substantial variance

across s-pie members in the nmber of years of “labor market data available.

Ret irement ‘is not a concern for the mature women<s samp ie through the years we

Study .

For ali four cohorts we excluded wage observations of “less thm $.40 per

hour, and earnings of less than $100 per year (both in i967 doliars”). Also ,

oniy annuai hours (constructed as reported nmher of weeks worked tties

reported nwber of hours worked per week) greater than zero and less than

hours were counted.

III. ESti=tes of Preference, Wages, Hours, and Emings Eq~tiow

5000

We begin with a discussion of the parameter esttiates and the overaii fit

of the equations. We” then tum in section IV to the analysis of sources of

variation in wages , hours , and earnings .

Before turning to the resuits it is nccessaq Cmdiscuss a few
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additional restrictions that are imposed upon the model’s par~eters prior to

estimation, Without loss of generality we nomalize the son’s__~ibling wage

factor parmeter, ~~, to unity. Consequently, the tiughter’s coefficient ags

is the effect of the fmily wage factor wi~ on young women relative to the

effect on young men. We also.nomalize Eoth the son’s

preference factor coefficient,
hS and ‘bg, ‘0 ‘ity -

restriction is relaxed are not empirically identified.

models, we restricted the earnings equation parameters

and daughter’s sibling

Models in which this

For some of our

on wages and hours, ~ti

and‘kh for all k, to unity on the groun~ that both log hours and the log

wage should have coefficients of .1..in an equation for log earnings. As will

be shorn below, rel~ing these restrictions produces coefficients on wages and

hours which are, for ehe most part, reasombly close to .unitY.

To save space, we wil 1 focus our discussion on the WLS results in Table 1

for the model. that does ~ restrict ~w and ~kh to unity. We choose to

present this specification for two reasons. First, the paraeter estimates

are not that sensitive to the .inclusion of the earnings equations

restrictions, and the model without them is more general. Second, the WLS

estimates are likely to be more efficient than the OLS estimates . For

comparisons, Appendix Table A5 presents the ~ estimates fOr the mOdel

without the earnings equation restrictions, and Table A6 shows the WLS

estimates ~ the restrictions on the wage and hours parameters in the -

earnings equations .

The equations for the preferences and wages of young men and young women

are in the top two panels of Table 1. The father ‘“spreferences Uif.have a

coefficient of .215 with a standard error of .072 in the equation for U. the
lb ‘

young men’s preferences. In the same equation, the mother, s preferences have
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a small negative coefficient which is statistically irisigriificant.

Conversely, the father’s preferences, Uif, have a negative but insignificant

effect on the pre”fe”feticisof young “women, while the mother’s preferences have

a coefficient (stan&rd enor) of .3.68(.081) . Apparently, parental

influences on labor supply preferences depend upon gender, with the father

playing a strong positive role for young men and the

stronger positive role fog young women.

The estbates of the standard &viations of the

mother playing an even.

young men’s and older

men’s preferences, au. and are ..142and .179”,resp”ectively.
ouif ’

The
~h

corresponding estimates for young women and mature women, Uu.
and ‘u. ‘ are

~g Im
noticeably larger-.a-t .44’4and .351.. The covariance of th~ parents’ preference

factors is .016. .Lastly, the sibling preference factor Uis his an estimated

standard deviation of .066 and enters the preference equations with

coefficients that have been normalized to mity; consequently, it plays an

important role in the variation in preferences for both young men and young

women.

The equations for the wages of young men (Wib) and young women (Wig) show

strong and statistically significant effects’of the parental factors . The

coefficien~ (standard errors) Orithe father’s and mother, s wages , Wif and

Wim , in the young men, s wage equation are .280 (.033) and .2.58 (.037),

respectively. The corresponding coefficients in the young women’s wage

equation are .282 and .209, both of which are significarit. The family factor

ui~ has a coefficient of .831”in the eq~tion for W. with a standard error
lg

of .183. This estimate falls short of the corresponding coefficient of 1 in

the young men’s wage eqmtion, but by less than one stanbrd error; so there

is no strong evidence.that young women’s wages are more sensitive than young
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men’s to comon fmily factors that are independent of the parental wage

factors. The idios~cratic wage factors for young men, Uib, and for young

women, w
ig ‘

have esthated standard deviations of .281 and .255, which are

smaller than the stinhrd deviations of the parents’ wage factors: .424 for

fathers an~ .345 for mothers.

-variance equal to .054 which

covariance of their preference

The”bottom left hand side

me parents’ wage factors have an estimated

is more than three times larger than the

facto”is.

panel of Table 1 reports the estimated labor

supply equations. .The labor supply elasticity estfiates (standard errors) are

.056 (.015) for young men, .077 (.027) for mature men, .184 (.045) for young

-women, and .445 ( 043). for mature women. The small estimates for men are

basically cons istent with a large body of evidence. The results for young

women are on the low side, but consistent with the conclusions of Mroz’

(1987) study of static labor supply for married women. The estimate for the

mature women is well within the wide range of estimates available for women,

but larger than the .:stimates sygges ted by .MrOz’ w?.rk- Werall, these labor

supply elasticities estimates seem reasonable.

The estimated coefficiknti on wages and hours in the earnings equations

~~h
and 4W, k= b, g, f, and m) are close to unity in all cases except for

the older men’s hours coefficient which is found to be .551 with a standard

error of .“294. Not surprisingly

very sensitive to whether or not

unity in the earnings equation.

The factor model, which has

then, the model rs parameter -timateS are nOt” _

we restrict the wage and hours parmeters to

(Compare Table 1 to Table A6. )

33 free parameters, explaim 99 percent of

the variance of the unwe ighted

covariances mong the sampling

sample moments.

errors in the 90
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perfom a fotial test of the factor model as a description of the sample

moments. However, if the covariances among the sapling errors are zero, then

the weighted sw of squared errors of the model has a X2 distribution with

(90-33- 57) degrees of”freedom; in fact, the model’s weighted sm of squared

errors is 35.10, which has a p-value of .99. Since the covariances are not

independent, this goodness of fit test may be biased either for or against the

facbr mobl. In any case, we conclude that the paraeter estimates are

basically sensible, and that the model fits the faily covar.iances well enough

to be

m.

used to perform variance decompositions. 18

Decoqos ing the Variances md Covari=ces hng ~bor &rket titco~s

Tables 2a, 2b, and 2C ex=ine the contributions of each of the wage and

preference factors m ..thevariances of permanent wages, hours, and earnings of

young men and young women, and to the covariances of these three variables

among siblings and parent-child pairs me decohpos itions presented in the

tables are based on the paraeter.. estimates in Table 1 which were found using

18. In the OLS version of the model- -.the results of which are reported
in Table A5 -- the estimated parental preference factors are quite different
from the corresponding .WLS.estimates, but the estimated standard deviations of
the preference factors are ve~ close to the WLS estimates. The estimated =
factor. coefficients and the estimated standard deviations of the wage factors
are quite close to the WLS estimates reported in the text. fie estimated
labor supply elasticities in the OLS model are consistently smaller than the
WLS esttiates, especially the fathers’ Finally, the OLS”hours and wage
coefficients in the earnings equations are also quite close to the WLS
estimates, except for the fathers’ hours coefficient. “@Erall, as one would
expect, the standard errors of the OLS parameter estimates are larger than the
corresponding WLS staghrd errors.

In the WLS version of the model with the hours and wage coefficients
restricted to unity (Table A6) , the preference and wage “factors‘“ire
essentially the sae as in the WLS version without the restrictions.
Unsurprisingly, the labor supply elasticities in the restricted version are
consistently larger” than those in the unrestricted version. The restricted
version has a “goodness of fit,,p- value of .69.
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~S on the factor model which did not impose restrictions on the wage and

hours parmeters in the earnings equatio=. The first colwn of each row

lists the particular covariance or variance that we are ex-ining. For

ex=ple, in the first row of the Table 2a we exmine COV(W. ,W.
~b(j) lb(j, ))’

the

wage covarianc: of brothers. me sample estimates (derived using the method

of moments approach described in’section 1.9) .and the.values predicted by the

factor model for each of the moments are reported in the second and third

Colmm . The actual and fitted values are .0562 and .0548 in the case of the

brothers’ wage covariance. Colmns 4, 5 and 6 report the contribution of the

father’ s wage factor, Wif, the mother’s wage” factor, Wim, and the combined

contributions of both parents “plus, Cov(wif, wi;) , the covariance” of their

wage factors. The contribution of the sibling factor, Ui=, and contribution

of the idios~cratic factor Wib or u. are show in the seventh and eighth
lg

colmns. Colmns 9 through 13 report the corresponding contribution= of the

various preference factors.
,.

The nmber in parentheses below each factor contribution is the fraction

of the predicted value of the particul~ moment (colmn 3) that is due to the

particular factor. For example, the results in Table 2a indicate that Wif is

responsible for 26 percent of the covariance of brothers’ wages and 11 percent

of the variance of wages of young men (the second row of the table) . The

mother’s wage contribution, Wim, is 14 percent of COv(W.
Ib(j)’wib(j’)

) and 6

,b(j~). The total contribution of tie parents’ wages --~thepercent of Var(W.

father’s plus the mother, s plus their covariance --is 54 percent of the

covariance between brothers’ wages, and 22 percent

men’s wages. The sibling wage factor accounts for

similarity betieen brothers and only 19 percent of
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of young men. Fifty-nine percen”t Qf the yo=g men’s wage .Yariance is due tO

the idios~cratic wage faCtO?..

Given space limitations it is not possible to discuss the

of each of the variances =d covariances listed in the tables.

decompositions

Instead, we

provide swaries of the main results for wages, hours, and earnings.

III.1 Wages (Table 2a)

The effects of parents’ wage factors and siblings’ wage factors are

pretty much the s=e for different types of sibling pairs, although the

combined parental wage factors are slightly more important relative to the

sibling wage factors for sis,terpairs than for brother

pairs . To he precise, the parents, total contribution

of brothers is .029800 “which constitutes 54 percent of

pairs or brother-sister

to the wage .covariance

the total covariance

brothers, wages; for brother -,.sis.te.r.pairs, the parents contribute .027637,

57 per&erit; and for sister pairs the contribution is .025756 or ““60p“erce”nt.

Sibling wage factors account for 46 percent of the covariance in brothers’

wages, 43 percent ..ofthe brother-sister covariance, and only 40 percent of

sisters, wage covariance. . ..

of

or

Looking at the ~ of wages, one sees that the father.’s wage factor

and mother’s wage factor explain 11 percent and 6 percent of the variance of

young men, s wages; however, since the two parental fik”tors have a positive

covar iance, the total parents’. “contribution is 22 percent of the variance of

young men, s wages. The remaining variation in young .rnen’s wages is explained

by the sibling wage factor which accounts for 19 percent and the idiosyncratic

effect which explains 59

slightly larger parentil

percent. For young women’s wage variance, one sees a

coritribution, 24 percent, and a slightly smaller
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sibling effeet, 16 percent, and an individ~l effect which cltis 60 percent.

That sibling wage effects are slightly weaker for young women and sister

pairs than for young men and brother pairs is a reflection Of the finding that

the sibling factor coefficient in the young women, s wage equation in Table

was estimted to be .831, while the yomg men’s coefficient was nomal ized

unity.

The decompositions of the covariances of.the wages of parents and

children are particularly in~eresting. The results for young men in row 3

1

to

of

Table 2a indicate that the father’s factor, Wif, explains 78 percent of the

father -son wage c6vaYiance. The rest is attributed to the fact that the

father’s wage factor is positively cotielated with the mother, s wage factor,

and the mother’s wage factor.has a direct effeet on the wage of the sOn. 19

The results for the father -daughter wage covariance. are very simila.r, with

‘if
explaining 82 percent of the covariance (see row 7) . The mother’s wage

factor, Win, accounts for only 67 pe–rcent of”the wage co.variance between

mothers and sons, and for 62 percent between mothers and daughters. me

remainder is due to the fact that the mother’s wage factor is positively

corrdated with the father, s wage factor and the father’s wage factor has a

direct effect on the “children’s wages. An implication of these findings is

that studies that simply look at, say, the correlation between fathers and

SO= r wages or incomes overstate the size of the direct link by attributing

part of the mother’s influence to the father.

One explanation for the larger role of the father’s factor in the wages

19 To appreciate the size of the parents’ wage covariance, note that
the s~ple cov%kiance of th& wages of fathers and mothers (in row 12 of Table
2a) is .0532, which is more than 25 percent of the variance of the fathers’
wages (row 10) and almost half the variance of the mothers’ wages (row 11) .
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of””both yomg men and young women is that the wage rate may be a less accurate

measure of the hwan capital of mothers than of fathers becaue of the large

role women play in productive activity outside of the labor market.

III.2 Ho-s (T&le 2b)

In view of the relatively small wage elasticities for young men and’

young women found in Table 1, it is not suqris ing that pirentil. wage factors

play only a small role in the variances of hours. of young. men (zerO “percent)

and young women .(1pe”rcent) and,in the covariances of hours of siblingi. 20-.

The sibling wage factor also plays a relatively small role (in no case Fore

than 5 percent) in these same moments. For brothers , the parental and sibling

wage factors together explain only 3 percent o“f“the variance in hours . For

sisters, the parental wage facto? explains 4 percent of the hours covariance

and the sibling factor explains 3 percent. And for brother- sister pairs,

the combined parents’ and sibling wage effects e“xplain 11 percent of the hours

covarianc e.

The idiosyncratic components of wages also “explain very little (1

percent) of the variation in the hours of young men and young women. For

mature men the wage factor -plains only 3 percent of their hours variance

(row 10, colmn 4) leaving -97 percent of their hour. variation explained by

variation in their preferences. However, for older women, “who have a larger

estimated wage elasticity, variation in their wage facto?, U.
lm‘

explains a

much larger fraction, 16 percent, of the variation in their hours (row 11,

20; It should be pointed out the model slightly=.undere~.tmates the 80urs

covariance of brothers and substantially underes ttites the hours covargance
of sisters. The model overestimates the hours covariance between brothers and
sisters. Compare colmns 2 and 3 in the first, fifth, and ninth” rows
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Colmn 5) . Only 10 percent of the parents’ hours covariance is attributable

to their wage covariance. The remaining 90 percent is explained by the

covariance of their preferences.

On the other hand, the parental and sibling hours preference factors make

an important contribution to the variance in the hours of siblings, but there

are large differences in the parental influences for males and females. me

fathers,’ preference factor, Uif, contributes 2.5percent of the covariance in

brothers’ hours, but only 5 percent of sisters t hours. At the s=e time,

mothers’ preferences account for essentially none of the brothers, or

brothers -sisters’ hours covariance, but a whopping ?a percent of sisters,

hours covariance. Totalled, parental factors account for three times as much

of the sisters’ hours covariance than for the brothers’ . The sibling

preference factor explai~ 96 percent of the brother-sister hours covariance,

73 percent of”the brothers, , but only 20 percent of the sisters’ .

A similar gender-specific pattern is seen in the hours variances of young

men and young women. Fathers’ preferences constitute the entire paren-1

contribution for young men, and mothers’ for young women. In both cases, the

parental preference contribution to the hours variation is small, around 7

percent. The sibling factor Uis makes the same absolute contribution

(.004410) to the variance of the hours of young women and of young men, but

because young women have a much higher hours variance than young men (.1969

versus .026a) this contribution is only 2 percent of the young women, s total

versus 17 percent for young men. A large part of the difference in the

variance of hours of young women and young me? come+ frOrn_the__~diOsy ncratic

factor, which has a variance of .197 (or a9 percent) for young women and only

.020 (or 76 percent) for young men. The recurring pattern of relative roles
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of the father *s preferences “and the mother’s preferences for young men and

brothers and for young women and sisters reflects the

of the coefficients in the preference equations show

Table 1.

gender- specific pattern

in the top panel of

III.3 Eatings ,(Table 2c)

Examining the results in Table 2C, one can obtain specific answers to the

question of the relative importance of wage factors and hours preference

factors in determining the variances and.-variances Of earnings. ,.with

respect to the variances of earnings of”.young men (row 2) , the parental wage

factors explain 19 percent, the sibling wage factor ‘explains 16 percent and

the idios~crat ic wage factor explains 50 percent b-fthe tOtal variance.

Combined, some 85”percent of “the variance of ~i~fiings amO!g. YOuGg m?n is due

to wage factors. The remaining 15 percent =n be broken up as follows: the

parental hours preferences contribute 1 percent of the variance in earnings,

and the sibling factor and the idiosyncratic hours preference factors explain

2 percenr and 12 percent, respectively.

For young yomen, the_relative importance of wage “differenc- an~ ~

preference differences are reversed. In row 6,“”’the

idios~cratic wage factors contribute 11 perCent,.7

a total of 46 percent, of ‘the variance of Eig. The

idios~cratic hours preference factors contribute 4

parental, sibling and

percent and 26 percent, or

parental, sibling, and

percent, 1 percent and 51

percent of the remaining variance in young women, s earnings. For young women,

the mother’s hours preference factor explains 4 percent of the total variance,

and 19 percent of the similarity between sisters (row 5) , while the mother’s

contribution for young men and for brothers are essentially both zero.
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The pattern of relative influences is similar across sibling pairs:

about 50 percent of the covariation in earnings is due to parental wage

factors and 40 percent to sibling wage factors. For brother and brother-

sister pairs, parental preference factors are small relative to sibling

factors; not so for sister pairs for yhom mothers’ preferences contribute 19

percent of the covariance in eahings.

In light of the wage and hours resul - reported above, it is not

surprising to find that ?5 percent of the covariance in the eanings of

fathers and sons is due to the father’s wage factor, while only 4 percent is

tie to the father’s preference factor. The covariances of the earnings of

sons and mothers , and &ughters and fathers are also dominated by the parental

- factors. However, the mother (s preference factor explains a relatively

large 37 percent of the covariance of earnings between mothers and daughters

(and zero percent between mothers and so=)

Finally, it is interesting to note that the variation in earnings of

fathers is dominated by the wage factor, which explains 97 percen< of the

variance in row 10. For mothers (in row 11) , the wage factor explains 71

percent of their earnings, although a substantial fraction -- 28 percent -- of

the influence of the mothers’ wage factor on mothers, ea~ings .yas fomd to

operate through the labor supply response to wages. 21

21 This fraction was calculated as the ratio of the indirect influence
of wages on earnings, which operates through the labor supply response of
hours to wages, to the sw of the direct effect of wages on earnings pl~ the
indirect effect ... From equation (4) the reader can verify this ratio is

#hmPm/ [$W + +hmPml, which equals ..28when the appropriate parameter values

from Table 1 are stistituted. For fathers, the labor response to wages
accomts for 4 percent of the wage contribution to their earnings.
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v. s—V -d tincl=iom

In this.paper we have used a simple factor model to”explore the sources

of variation and of fam”ily similarities in wages, hours, and.:earnings. We

have estimated the model using matched intergenerational and

intragenerational panel &ta on labor market outcomes. The model co=ists of

a simple static labor..supply equation, an equationrelating e=”nings t,ohours

worked and wage rates,. and factor models relating wage r“a.tesand hOurs

preferences to parental, sibling, and idios~cratic factors. Although many

different-”p”airs of”individuals are used”to compute the covariances and

variances of earnings, wages, and hours that we seek. to explain, our factor

model performs well in explaining most of the variation in the sample

moments. Furthermore, we obtain reasonable labor supply elasticities; also,

the gender differences in the re.Iative importance of work preferences and wage

rates in the determination of work hours, and in the relative influence of

fa”thers and mothers have some intuitive appeal. To our knowledge, we are the

first to use intergenerational and sibling covariances in wage ratesto

identify labor supply elasticities.

Our main findings are as follows. First; the wages of both sons and

daughters are quite responsive to the wage factors of fath”ers and”mothers,

with coefficients between ..2and .3 for our preferred spiiificati”on<”.””The

effect 6f the father is somewhat larger, particularly for daughters. However,

the father’s wage explains a substantially larger fraction of tbe total

variance in wage rates, in part because the variation of the father’s wage

factor is substantially larger (by about one-third) than the” Variation in the

mother’s wage factor.

Second, the sibling wage factor and combined pa”rerits,fa_ct.6ikSXpl?iri
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roughly the sae percentages (45 percent and 55 percent) of the covariance of

the wages. of sibling pairs, no matter what tpe Of sibling pair (brOther-

brother, sister-sister, or brother-sister) is considered. Furthermore, the

relative contributions of fathers and mothers ~re the same for all sibling

pairs, with the fathers” wage factor eqlaining twice as much of the sibling

wage, covariance as the mothers’ .

We also doc~ent that intergenerational correlations substantially

overestimate the direct influence of fathers, and especially mothers, on

wages. A substantial part of.the relationship between a parent and child

arises because assortative mating induces a s~stantial positive covariance

the wage rates of the spouses (parents). We find, for example, that the

in

covariance of the father’s and mother’s wages accounts f?r 22

covariance between father’s and son’s wages.

Without repeating our findings in detiil, we should note

percent of the

that variation

in hours p~x dominates the variation .in wages in deter.min%ng the

permanent differences in hours among young men and young women. It is

interesting to note, however, that 6 percentof the total variance is

associated with parental preference factors” ari”d17 percent is associated

the sibling preference factor in the case of young men. For young women

with

only

about 9 percent of the total variance is associated with parental ~ sibling

preference factors, the remainder is claimed by a large individual effect.

me small influence of wage””-r”ates”(particularly for young men, who have a low

overall variation in hours) , reflects the fact that our estimated labor supply

elasticities are only .056 for young men and .184 for .yo~g women. For mature

women (who have an e.stimted wage elasticity of .44.5),wage differences

explain 16 perceitof the total variance in hours, while for”””rnaturemen, only
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3 percent of the hours variance can be attributed to wage differences .

Our results for young men’s earnings indicate that 85 percent of the

variation is due to the wage factors an”d15 percent to the hours preference

factors; stiil=ly, for mature men the fi~res are 97..percent and 3 percent.

On the other hand, the hours preference factors are very_important for the

earnings of young women. (clatiing 56 percent) , although almost all Of the

effeet is accounted for by the idios~crat ic pref erenc& factor. For the

mothers, 71 percent “of the eanings variance k due to the wage factor, and 29

percent to the hours preference factor. Consequently, our decompositions of

the earnings variances differ by gender, and by age in the case of women.

Most of the results that we have discussed are robust across the two

specifications that we esttiate and to the use of ordinary least squares

rather than weighted least squares. However, we have highlighted a nmber of

limitations of our model and methodology thgt_yill require fu”fther research.

First., it would be useful to generalize the labor supply functiori to allow for...

parental wage effects on the.chfldren’s marginal utility” o.f income. Second,

it would be useful to estimate iabor supply models that depend upon marital

status, which incorporate cross substitution effects of”the spouse’s wage.

~ird, and perhaps most important, it is important to address the problem of

22non- participation in the labor market.

Fourth, our findings in Chapter 1 of stkong covarianceti”in wage”s, hours,

and earnings between mothers. and fathers and of substantial covariances in the

.. . .

22 We think that this is important not so much because we are
concerned about selection bias in estimation of the labor supply elasticities,
but because exclusion of data points in which individuals work zero hours
probably has serious effects” on”our measures of the hours variances and
covariances and on our estfiates of the variances and covariances of leisure
preferences.
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earnings of “in-laws” suggests that it would be useful to extend the model to

include equations relating the hours preference factors and wage factors of

say, a young woman’s husband to her wages and hours preferences, as well as to

the wage and hours preferences of her siblings and parents. of course, such

an extension will require one to,deal with the endogeneity of marriage.

Finally, there are a host of econometric issues involving “the use of

unbalanced data that we have chosen to ignore and that could be explored in

future research. me Panel Study of Income Dvamics prOvides. larger s~Ples

of parents and children and siblings and more complete &ta on spouses than

does the NLS. For this reason, it would be weful replicate our work with the

PSID .
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Table 1
~ tit~~s of Preference, Uage-. Hems. ad ~i%s WtiO-

Preference Eauations (61:

uib- .215 Uif - .008 U& + Ui* + Uib
(.072) (.035)

u. - -.173 Uif:+ .368 tiim + Uis + u.
1~ (.195) (.0.81). ~~ -.

a - .142
:Uif-c:.:yl). :ui~-( “:::,

‘ib (.010)

= .444
‘u. ““”u.

- .351 Cov(Uif ,Uti)- .016
lg (.017) Lm (.016) (.007)

LOE Wage Eauations (5):_

wib- .280 Vif + .258 Vim + ui~ + Uib
(.033) (.037)

w. - .282 Vif + .209.Wti + .831 wi~ + m.
lg (.041) (.040) (.183) lg

o - .281 Owif-( ::g ;
‘ib (.011)

o - .255”
‘w.

- .345

‘ig (.011) ....>m(.007)

Loe Hours Eauations (2):

Hib- .056W, + u.
(.015) lb

lb

H. - .184 Wig + U.
lg (.045) lg

Hif- .077 Wz ~ “Uif
(.027)

Him=’ .h45 w. + Uim
(.043) ‘m

-o - .158
‘is (.019)

Cov(wif, wire)= .054
(.005) “-”””

. LQE Earninzs Euuations (3>:

‘Eib- i.151 Wib + 1.172 ”Hib
(.044) (.”161)

E. - 1.089 W. + 1.017 H.
1g (.081) lg (.062) ‘g

Eif- 1.120 Wif + ..551 Hif
(.066) (“”.294)

Eim- 1.072 Wim + .933 Hti
(.101) (.101)

Notes ;

1. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
2, The WLS regression producing these results had R2- .9.9,,MSE- .7847,” Sm

of.Squared Errors- 35.10, and 57 degrees of freedom.
3. The p- value for the SSE draw from a X237 is .99.
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Table 2a: Deco~osition of Variances and Covariances

BWCO of VarimOe

w%. Factors Prefara”ca Facto,,

hmt
Sml. F.otor ~del

Estlmt*l Prmdlctim Father tither Total Parents Sibllns Individual Fatier tither Total Para”ts Slblins Individual

‘If
w
lm

Wifwimmv( Wf,Hm)
‘1* ‘lb 0’’18 “if ‘im

Ui~+uim~ov(uf ,Um)
“1s ‘ib0= “18

,0562

1s51

.0670

.0454

!0421

,2071

.0545

.0398

;049B

,1957

t1196

.053Z

.0546

.1337

,0642

.0458

.0430

.1001

,0616

,0400

io484

;1?97

:1191

,0537

.014124
(,26)

,007916
(.14)

.029800
(.54)

.024961
(,46)

.024961
(,19)

.-

-.

.014124
(.11)

.050S76
(.78)

.029800 .076066
(.59)(,06)

..

( z)

,064213
(1,00)

. .

.030714
(.67)

r

,045761
:(1,00)

-. . .--

.017221
(,40)

Cov(ws,wg,)
r
w
m

COV(W8,WS)

.014270
“$(.33)

.005179
(.12)

,025,756
(,60)

--

.065127
(,60)

,,
.017221
(,16)

,014270
:~(113)

,0S0636
(.82)

,005179
,(.05)

.025756
(.24)

. . .06162i
(1.00)

. . .-

;024641
(,62)

,039966
(1.00)’

. . . . -.

,014197
; (i29)

.00i404
(.13)

.027627
(,57)

,020735
(.43)

. .

~179663
;(1,00)

i,-.

,.- .-

-.

--

,119142
(1,00)

!--;

! . . ;053670
‘(1.0’0)

--. .



Table 2b: Deco~osition of Variances and Covariances--Centinued

Sourceof Varimc.

w-a FactOra
he”t

Smpl. FactorWdel
profa,.nc.Factor,

S.tlmt.l Pr,dictim Father bthe, TotalParent. S1bli”R Individual Father ~ther Total Pata”ts Siblinn I“divid”

Nif ‘Im ‘if+~imm”(wf,Wm) ‘is ‘ib‘c’18 ‘if ‘im Uif+uima”(uf,“m)
“1s “ib0= ‘,

cw(~,~t ) .000094 ,000079 .0014s& .000009
(.02) (.01) (,25) (.00)

,0091

,0288

.0069

.Oohk

,0542

.0060

.0264

.0070

00s6

,0215

.2210

,,0011

.0459

;0046

,0331

.1470

.OIW

.000045
(.01)

.000025
(.00)

-.

,000249
(.01)

.-

--

--

,002199
(.01)

-.

--

-.

..

--

,001435
(.24)

.004410
(.7s)

-.

,000004
(.00)

,0,00270
(,04)

,001143

(.32)

,000079
(.00)

--

,001494
(.06)

.0014S5
(.06)

,004410
(.17)

.020121
(.76)

-.

--

--

.197296
(,89)

--

--

..

-.

--

..

(.00)

.000219
(.03)

--

(:0’01

-.

,000767
(.21)

.000175
(.01)

,000175
(,00)

..

,002029
(.04)

,00,0066
(.01)

,.
,,

..
I,’

.023543
(.16)

--

(.00)

.-c.v(~,nf)

cov(~, um)

.006693
(.98)

.006759
(.96)

.-

. . -- -.001027
(-.29)

.002443
(.68)

cw(ng,s~, )

COV(R8,S*)

COV(Hg,Hf)

cw(H8,wm)

cw(ng,~)

.000482
(.02)

.000482
(.00)

;OQ0719
(,64)

,000970
(.04)

,000870
(.01)

,000077
(.7s)

.000581
(.02)

,001009
(.05)

.016731
(.78)

,015S34
(.73)

.004410

(.20)

.001009
(,00)

.016731
(.08)

,015634
(.07)

,004410
(,02>1!“(.00)

--,0001

.0400

.0008

.0333

.1492

,0183

-.005663
(-5.04)

,000251
(.22)

,00326$
(.07)

;OD0285
(.06)

.045450.
(.99)

-- .042588
(.93)

,000147
[.03)

,000214
(.05)

-.001223
(-,27)

‘.000378
(-.08)

-,000300
(-.07)

.004410
(.96)

,,
Cw(nf,Ef ) ,001072

(.03)

.,-

,, -. .032020
~~(.97)

-- --

Cw(nm,sm) .123461-- --
(.84)i

.. -.,001,343 .- .- .016120 -.
c~(nf‘flm)

1 Sqlo estimtesof_mts aredram frm AppendixT&1e8Al-A4: ,,Fmlly COvariances(md Correlations)hong tie
(Cmti””ed)

P.m”,”t C-”ents , ,,NotethatCOVa,i,”C,S ofho”,.md w.B.., h~rs a“d.arni”&s, andwage,md ea,nin8sfortia
“tii.”. fmilytier pairsw.,,alsoprediotedby theFacwrMel, Mt’arenotre~rtedberm.

&: -.CS inParmtiesemarethefractionsof tieFactorMel Predictionattrib”taletotheparti.”larf,,to,,,

--
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Table 2C: Deco~osition of Variances and Covariances--Centinued

source of Varim..

was. Factor, Prefara”ceFaoto,x

h,”t
Smpla FaotirMdal
Estlmtel Pradlctim Father Wthar TotalFarents S1blin& Indlvid.al F.3b,X hther TotalParants Sibling Itiividu

‘if ‘im Hi~fflimmv(wf #wm) ‘i% ‘lb0=’18 ‘if Uin Uif+uim%v(uf,Um)
“in ‘lb0’ “

.0853

,2430

.1061

.0863

,0970

376k

.1329

.1027

,0881

,2992

.3761

,1142

06@l

,2336

.1014

,0855

,0907

,4009

.0981

.1162

,080’0

,2667

,3707

,1073

.020910
(.23)

,011736
(.13)

,044135
(,50)

.036977
(,41)

. .

.116636
(.50)

..

..

#l--

.106070
(.26)

.-

-.

--

--

--

..

.002037
(.02)

—
,OO’O012
(.00)

.001970
(.02)

.006056 --

.027626
(.12)

--

.-

--

.204057
(.51)

.-

..

-.

-.

-.

-.

(.07)

.006056
(.02)

--

,002037
(,01)

.020919
(.09)

.011726
(,05)

.044135
(419)

.036977
(.16)

Oooou
(.00)

.001970
(.01)

.076115
(.75)

. . .097019
(.%)

.004648
(.04)

.- .004362
(,M)

,055573
(,.65)

.062600
(.97)

-.001122
(-.01)

. . .002670
(.03)

--

.023241
(.26)

.023241
(.06)

.080228
(.62)

.-

,00S435
(.00)

,041948
(.40)

,026047
(.31)

.0’01043
(,01)

,017305
(,19)

,016169
(.16)

.004561
(,05)

.00&561
(.01)

-.

,008435
(.02)

,001043
(.00)

,041946
(.11)

.017305
(,04)

.016169
(.04)(.07)

..Cm(E&,EC)

Cm(E8,Em)

,097958
(1.00)

‘,003163
(-.03)

.- .000140
(.00)

.04713i .075833
(.65)

-- .043103
(.37)

.040369
(.35)

. .
(.41)

,032204
(.40)

,022049
(,28)

,009946
(.12)

.042923
(.54)

‘,001456
(-.02)

-,000450
(-.01)

-,000358
(-.00)

,005256
(,06)

-.cw(Ef,Ef1

cw(Em,Em)

cw~Ef‘Em)

.276951
(.97)

--

.009712
(.03)

--

. . . . --

.-

. .

.- . .

-.

.-

.263371
(.71)

.- .107361
(.29)

..

--

.099067
(.92)

,, -- . . ,008270
(.00)



Tale ~

Faily Covari=ces.. (and Correlatio- ) MOng we pe~nent COmPOnents
of tig Real ~-ngs, bg Real Wage Wtes, and Lg k-l Hours

Using &thod of Ho=nts &ttitors

Yomg ~n

Log Earnings Log Wages Log Hours

~emselves

Log e%tiings

.

.0365
(.4523)
N-17390

.2430
(1.0000)
N-36630

..1555
(.8582)
N-35057

Log Gages
--

..1351
(1.0000)
N-33468

,..0103
(.1712)
.N-19180

Log hours
..-

.0268
(1.0000)
N-8922

-.

Brothers

Log earnings .0658.
(.3632”7
N=6505

..0127
(.1574)
“N-3754

.0853
(.3510)
N-6966”

.0562
(.4160)
N-6L57

.0045
(.0748)
N-3507

Log wages --

Log hours .0091
(.3396)
N-2166

Sisters

Log ea-~gs .0881
(.2913)
N-15629

.0689 .........
(.3055)
N-14841

-.0021.
(-.0209)
N-8868

Log wages .0576
(.3570)
N-15661

-..0008

(-.0037)
N-7794

.0498
(.4140)
N-14878

.-.0009
(.-.0168)
N-8865

Log”hours -.0145
(-.0889)
N-7376

,0008
(.0110)
N-4415

(continued)
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Table Al --Cent inued
.-

tig Eanings Log Wages Log Hours
..-

Fathers

Log eanings .1060 .0812 .0005
(.3931) (.4039) (..0056)
N-13143 N-12518 N-7231

Log wages ,0709
(.3251)
N-10539

..0670
(.4121..)
N-1OO63

.0060
(.0828)
N-5751

Log hours .0135 -0056. .0068
(.1502) (.0830 (.2278)
N-12333 N-11694 N-6828

Log earnings .0863”
(.2855)
N-15960

.0707
(.3136.)
N-15070

.0061
(.0608)
N-9290

Log wages .0511 .04.s4= .0034
(.2997) (.3572j” :- (.0601)
N-19466 N-18422 N-11321

Log hours ..0373
-.

.0216 .0044
(.1959) (.1521) (.0.696)
N-1 3684 N-12a93 N-aoo3
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Tale M

Fmily Covarimces (=d Conelatiom) mong the Pemaent Co~onents
of hg Red ~WS, bg R=l Uage %t~, ad tig ~wl HOUS

Usi~ Method of Koments Esttitors

Youg UOmen .

Log Earnings Log Wages . LQg HOU~S

~emselves

Log eahimgs .3764

(1.0000)
N-18067

Log wages v. =
--

Log hours
--

Sisters

Log earnings ..0970.
(.2577)
N-427 6

Log wages --

Log hours
.-

Brothers

Log earnings .0881
(.2913)
N-15629

.1449
(.7217)

““N-17626

.1.071
(1.0000)
N-17742

.0562 . . .“
(.2799)
N-4300 .. _:_

..0421 ... ..
(.3931)
N4417

—

.0576
(.3570)
N-15661

Log wages .0689 .04.98
(.305.5) (.4140)
N-14841 N-14878

Log hours -.0021 --.0009
(-.0209) (-.0168)
N-8868 N-8865

.,3565
(1.0524)
N-7967

..0190
( 1308)
N-1OO36

.1969

(1.0000)
N-3464

.036.7
(.1348)
N-2141

.003.1
(.0213)
‘N-2187

.0542
(.2753)
N-1102

-.0008
(-.0037)
N-7794

-.0145
(-.0889)
N-7376

.0008
(.0110)
N-44 15

cent inued)
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T&le ~--Cent inued

Log Earnings Log Wages bg Hours

Fathers

Log eanings .1329 .0867 .0228
(.3960) (.4843) (.0939)
N-9536 .— N-9591 N-4744

bg wages .0762 .0545 -.0039
(.2808) (.3765) (-’.0199)
N-7292 N-7353 N-3594

Log hour5 .0118 .0049 . .0001
(.1055) “(.0821) (“.0012)
N-8852 N-8883 N-4409

Mothers

Log earnings .1027” .0543 .0553
(.2730) (.2706.) (.2032)
N-17717 N-18008 N-5877

Log wages .0617 .0398 .~~38
(.2908) (.3517) (...0899)
N-21550 N-21953 -N-7142

Log hours .0562 .0242 .0408
(.23J2) “- -(.1914) (.2380)
N-15093 N=15293 N=5016
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Tale U

Faily Covariances (and Correlatio- ) ~Ong the pe~~nt COWOnents
of bg Real E_ngs, hg Real Wage ~tes, and tig hml HOurs

Using Method of Momenti &ttitors

Ol&r Men

Log Earnings Log Wages Log Hours

~emselves

Log earnings .199.9-.
(.8261)
N461O

.0365
(.3659)
“N-6L09

.2992 ._
(1.0000)

N-6417

.-0002
(.0025)
N-2417

Log wages .1.957
(1.0000)
N-3&a7

-.

.0333. ““”” ““
(1.0000) .._.”
N-34a5

Log hours
-.

~

Log earnings .1060
(.393”1)
N-13143

.0709
(.3251)
N-10539

.0670
(.4121)
N-1 OO”63

...0060
(.oa28)
N-5751

.0135 .-
.(.1502)
N-”12333

.0812
(.4039)
N-1251a

.0056
“r:o’a36)
.N-11.694

Log wages

.0005
(.0056)
N-7231

. oo6a
(.227a)
..N-6a2a

Log hours

Dau~hters

Log “earnings .1329
(.3960)
N-9536

.0762 ‘“ “.
(.2aoa)
N-7292

.olla
(.1055”)”
N-aa52

kg wages .oa67
(.4a43)
N-9591

.0545 -.

(.3765) “- .:
N-7353

..0049
(.oa21)
N=a8q3

Log hours .022a
(.0”939)
N-4744

-.0039”
(-.0199) =
N-3594

.0001.
.(.0012)
N4409

(continued)
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T*le W--Continued

Log Earnings Log._Wages Log HOUrS

W

Log earnings .1142 -._. .0738 _. 0143
(.3404) (.2720j (.1279)
N-5313 N4298 N=4700

Log wages .0688 .0532 .0115
(.3637) - (.3477) - (.1824)
N-6411 N-5227 N-5690

Log hours .0312 ..0161 .0183
(.1477) (.0942) (.2598)
N-4320 N-3511 N-3907
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Tale A4

Fmily Covariances (and Correlatio~ ) hong the Pe_ent Co~onents
of kg Red Emings, kg Real Wage Wtes, =d tig h-l Ho-s

Ustig Method of Moments ~tktors

Log Earnings Log Wages Log H0Ur5

Them elves

Log e“atiings ““-..3761 .1753 .1906
(1.0000) (.8265) .(.8046)
N-18284 N-17645 N-11893

Log wages .“1196 .0521 ,
-- (1.0000) (.3900)

N-27304 ““”N-17564

Log hours .1492
-- (1.0000).

N-11593

Log earnings ..,0.863 .0511 .0373
(.2855) (.2997) (.1959). ,,,
N-15960 N-19466 N-13684

Log”wages .0707 .0454 .0216
(.3136) (.3572) .(.U.21)
N-15070. N-18422 .N-12893

Log hours .— .0061 .0034 .0044
(.060g) (.0601)”” - ‘“(.0696)
N-9290 N-11321 N-8003

Dau~hters

Log earnings .1027 .0617 .0562 “-”:
(.2730) (.2908) (.23”72)
N-17717 N=21550” N=1509”3

Log wages .0543 .0398 .0242
(.2706) (.3517) (.1914)
N-18008 N-21953 N-15293

Log hours .0553. .0138 .0408
(.2032) (.0899.) (.2380)
N-5877 N-7142 N-50,L6

(continued) ‘“
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Table A4-- Continued

Log Earnings tig Wages Log 80UrS

Rusban&
.

Log eanings .1142 .0688 .0312

(.3404) (.3637) (.1477)

N-5313 N-6411 N-4320

Log wages .0738 .0532 .0161
(.2720). (.3477). .(.0942)
N-4298 N-5.227 N-3511

Log hours .0143 .0115 .0183
(.1279) (.1824) (.2598)
N=4700 N=5690 N-3907
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~ uations (6):

uib- .096 Uif + .030 U.
(,173) (.“044)”‘m

u. - .634 Uif + .277 Uim
1~ (.255) (.065.)

0 - .141 mu.- .157
‘ib (.034) lf (.032)

u - .434
‘u.

- .356-”
‘ig (.013) ~m (.01.9,).

LOE Wa~e Ewuations (51:

wib- .299.Wif + .253 Wim
(.041) (.051)

.323 WiE+ .184 Wti
‘ig-

(.040)– (.049)

u = .280
‘w.

= .424
‘ib (.017) Lf (.012)

o
- “250“-””““ “au. - .349

‘ig (“.018) Im (.013)

LOE”Hours Eauations (21:

Hib- .025 Wib +
(.050)

‘ib

H. - .167 W. +
lg (.062) lg

u.
lg

Hif- .026 Wif “+ Uif
(.042)

Him- .397 Wim + Uim
(.070)

+

+

+

+

u. + Uib
1s

r
‘is + ‘ig

o - .058
‘is (.032)

Co”v(uif,Uh)- .010
.(.006) “’”

‘is + ‘ib

o - .157
‘is (.023)

Cov(wif, wire)- .055
(.0.0>)

LOE Earnin Fs Equations (3):

“Eib= 1.127 Wib + 1.573 Hib
(.106). (.-5.04)

E. = .992 “w. + 1.o63 H.
~g (...093)‘~ (.055) ‘~

Eif- 1.161 W-H + 1.307 Hif
(.081) “(.439)

E
im-

1.061 Wim + .971 Hti
(.123) (.111)

Notes:
1. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
2. The OLS regression” producing these results “bad R2- .99, WSE- .0115, Sm

of Squared “Errors- .0076, and 57 degrees ””’o’ffreedom.
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T+le A6
- &ttires of Pref-ence, Uage, HOUS. md titi~s ~tio-

tith -strictio- on Wage and Hours Parmeters in Ea-ngs Eq=tio-

Preference Eauations (6):

uib- .193 Uif,- .008 Uti + U. + Uib
(.087) (.043)

1s

u. - -.166 Uif + .367 Uim +
~g (.240) (.09.8).

“‘is + ‘ig

o - .144
Cuif-( :;;:,

u - .“068

‘ib (,012) ‘is (.022)

a - .450
Ouim- ~:;: ~

Cov(uif,uim)- .015
‘ig (.016) (.008)

v ib- .274 Vif + .274 Vim + + Uib
(.039) (.047)

‘is

w. - .264 Uif + .215 Vim + .813 w. + u.
lg (.046) ...(.048) (.21.5)1s lg

u - .295
-mwif-( :&)

‘ib (.013)

o - .259 UW-..--.:347
‘ig (.014) lm (.007)

LOK Hours Eauations {2~:

H
ib-

(::::)wib + ‘Lb

H. - .218 Wig + U.
lg (.047) lg

Hif- .083 Wif ~ Uif
(.027)

Him=
.’45 ‘im + ‘b

(.048)

a - .164
.@is (.024)

Cov(wif, Wire)- .057
(.007)

Lo= Eamin~s Equations (3~:

Eib- Wib + Hib

E. - w. + H.
lg lg 16

Eif- Wif +
‘if

‘b”
Wim + Him

Notes;

1. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
2. The WLS regression producing these results had R2- .98, WE- .9512, Su

of Squared Errors= 58.81, and 65 degrees of freedom.
3. me p- v-alue for ‘the SSE dram from a X265 is .69.
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